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The interference upwash  due to a swept horse-shoe vortex of
periodic strength in a closed circular  tunnel is obtained by a streamwise
integration of the corresponding upwash due to a voticx of constant strength
(Ref. 1). The values so obtamed are treated by Ivbilthopp's  lrfting surface
theory (Ref. 2) to calculate tho effect of immelwalls  on tho acrodynmic
derivatives of a particular oscillating swpt wing in incompressible flow
(Ref. 3). The results show that frequency has a negligible affect  on the
corrections to tho stiffhess  derivatives, and that for the tests of Ref. 3
there is no need to apply lnterfercnce  corrections to tho dampmg derivatives
of lift and p-.tching moment.

!J!he  interference upwash is also expressed by an approlamate  formiia
using four parameters 60, 6,, "A, 8: relating  to a wing of small span. The
interference on the swept wing is calmlated  from this informatmn  and the
result is shown to be satisfactory for practical use. In the Appendix the
sm.logous parameters 6

F'
6,, &A, 8: are dorived  for rectmgular  tunnels and

tabulated for a range o heightjbroadth ratio sufficient to cover most tunnels.
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Figure 1 Position of horse-shoe vortex in relation to circular tunael

Figure 2 Plan of' model used z.n  tests at N.P.L.
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§2. Introduction

The present work has arisen on account of some tests3 (Scruton,
Woodgate and Alexander, 1953) on oscillating wulgs  ~TI the low-turbulence tunnel
at the N.P.L. As the arrowhead wing was rather large in relation to the tunnel,
it was thought desirable to have some estimate of the wail effects on the
measured derivatives. For the purpose  of interference correction the vorking
section of the tunnel,  a regular sixteen-sided  polygon, was taken as a circle of
diameter 7 ft.

Some data on wall terferencc  for a swept xfing in steady flow in a
circular turn4 is available ?h'isenstadt, 1947). As the tabulated values in
Ref. 1 are somewhat scanty, it is necessary to extrapolate extensively to obtain
those needed for the configuration 111  Ref. 3. For this reason the interference
corrections obtained here by extending the theory of Ref. 1 to unsteady flow, may
be in error by about IO& It seemed unneccssnry  to improve the accuracy of the
calculations, since the low-turbulence tunnel is unlikeiy to be used for future
tests of oscillating wings and the uncertainty in the tunnel wall corrections is
probably within the limits of' experimental error.

83.  Relation between Steady :and  Unsteady Plows

Consider the flow of an incompressible inviscid  fluid past a mng
oscillating with frequency f. Let the free stream velocity '4 be in the direction
of increasing X. The velocity potential may be expressed as VX + X(X,  Y, Z)
+ #(X, Y, 2) exp(iwt),  where w = 2nf. From the classrcal  theor++  (Lomb, 1932),
the local pressure p is given by

(P -p&p = -;; in +X + ti exp(iwt# - &($ - P), . . . . . (I)

where
%

LB the pressure of the undisturbed flow and q IS the magnitude of the
local ve ocity. In the linearized theory of small perturbations equation (1)
becomes

(P - PW)/P  = /far.+
7

I

w .
- lq!l  - v --

ax -l
eqi (iwt).

ax.,

Hence

(pb -pa)/p = v ;; &a -Xb) + i

c
U&a -4,) + V ;; (@a- +j

1
exp(1wt),

0.0*. (2)

TTherc  a and b denote the upper and lower surfaces of the wing and wake
respectively. In the wake of the wing, where pa =
independent  of X,

pb ad Xa -xb 1s

- $b) + ld&,  - ‘$b) = ‘, . . . . . . . . (3)
ax

lihere = d/V, x = X/R and the representative length A is chosen to be
the radtus  of the tunnel.

Now deflnc  '+ by the equation

. ..s.s*..  (4)

It/
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It follows that
aW ag-- = --+iu$  *
ax ax

. . . . . . . . . (5)

If equation (5) is integrated along any section  of a thin aerofoil

where 1 and t denote values at the leading and truling  edges remectlvely.
Equation (6

1equation  (2 ,
holds for both swfaces  of the wng. Therefore in the notation of
at the trailing  edge

y a -"b = 4, - $,, + 10 Jx;(#a-+,)  dc.i O.an...@.  (7)

From equations (3) and (5)  it follows that a/dx(Y, - 'Yb) vanishes in the wake, hence
'V IS the velocity  potential of a steady flow.

The differential equation (5) determines

J x av 65, Y, 2)
Q = ----------- cxp { - lv(x- c)] dg

-IX aE;

= V (x, y, 2) - iu ⌧

i
Y (E, Y,  2) ew ☯ - iv (⌧ - id 1  dE; l (8)

-c-z

Equation (8) holds for the field $ in the unbounded flow and for the field
$+ 9' in the presence of t-c-1 walls. It follows that the unsteady interference
cpwash 1s

= ws - iu cxp (- iux)
i
x ~%eexp(tiE;)  dc, . . ...(Y)
Tx

-,rhere  ws = aY',6Z is the lnterferencc  up>ash from the steady  vcloclty
potential Y defined in equation  (4).

To dete,me the irfluence  of the tunnel XCLS it is only necessary to
cor,slder the field  6 at a du.to.nce  from the wing. For this purpose the
disturbance to 'the  uniform flow can be represented accurately enough by that due
to a combTnation of horse-shoe vortices of periodic strength. In the limiting case
of a horse-shoe vortex xt - x

1
is infinztesimal and $5 remains fzrntc,  so

that the integral 111 equation 7) disappears and at the trailing edge

v, - Yb = $a - p& = T(y). . . . . . . . . *(IO)

Thus '3! is the potential of a steady flow Trith the circulation T(y),  suce in
mcompressible  florr $, and hence V, Ml1 satisfy the cquatlon VaW = 0.

It follows from equation (10) that the unsteady interference upwash for
n horse-shoe vortex with circulation r e.xp(lwt)  is related to that for a steady
horse-shoe vortex with circulation J? by equation (y)* Therefore equation (9)
ma:.s'be used to determine the unsteady interference upwash when the unsteady Wang
loading is represented by a system of discrete vortices.
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A similar result has been obtained by Goodman5  (1951) and has been used
for small KUlgs.

If the fluid is cclqressible  the ax?litude  of the unsteady flow may be
expressed in terms of a mcdifxed  velocity potential

(

iw lia x
m'I = $ e.xp - y . y-1,; ,

'1

where hi is the hach number. $I satisfies the linearized equation

324, * 9, a=@l ld2
----- + ----- + ----- + p ------ & zz 0, . . . . . . . . (11)
axa a ya aza 1 - Ma

There x = x/R J-ZF,  y = y/R, $5 = Z/R.

If sa is essumsd  to be negligible, $1 satisfies Va Qi = 0. In the wake
behind a w.ng

a(? 1
--- + l/l  . _ - - - - - -- 41 = 0,
ax J 1 - LI a

so that equation (5) must be replaced by

av ad, 1
-- = ---r lg. -__-----
ax ax J- 9is

av
and -- is zero 111 the wake.

ax

Thus the method could be applied to ccmpressibldtflc+r  in the case of 1~ frequency
since \r satisfies V" 'b = 0 vhen sa Ma/(1 - X") IS neglected in equation (11).

!$I+. Aoplicaticn to a Circular Tunnel

In or&r  to apply equation (9) to the calculation of unsteady
interference, 1t 1s necessary to kncv TVs at all pclnts uRstre= of the -xu-S~
Such values of vg do not occur in the calcut,  _qticn  of steady interference a23d
are not usually ccrrputed.

t
I-Io;iever  Elsenstsdt has ccnsldered  a swept  horse-shoe

vortex of constant strength sjrinnetrically s1tuatea  In a circular  tunnel  (F1g. I)
ma h3.s  calculated ws m the plane of the vortex within a distance of about R
of rts vcr7;ex  0. These values CI' vs are givm for angles of svee;iback,
- 45 deg. x A < r;5 deg. and vortex lengths S & 0.9 R. Provided that the angle
of sieep does not lie too for outside this range, the interpolation or extrapolation
to the appropriate angle can be carried  cut xithcut great d~ff'iculty.

The upash  due to a horse-shoe vortex lil any closed tunnel tends to
serc e~onentially  wth distance upstream-/ (vcn I&n&x and Burners), whereas in
unlzmited  flow it becomes proportional to
steady interference qwash  vs = 0(1/X')

1/x2. Therefore as X-+ - m, the
am3 is negative in the sense of Rig. I.

It is difficult to tell from the available da'ta how large - x must be before this
rule cs~l  be applied, but for a circular tunnel it I.S  certainly outside the range
of values given in Ref. 1.

*It is necessary that the freque~cy~~shculd  be s;nall compared vith the first
critical frequency for resonance (V. P. Jones, 1953).
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If it is assumed that

w(x) = w(- 1)/x" .n.....*.. (12)

it appears from the values of - 0.9 that this
%e~t&~t~~  the ccntributicn  to the infmiteWinf~~ra?  L equation (9) in the
case of small frequency. The assumption that W(x) = 0 for x < - 1 robably
leads to a contribution that is tco small. III  the example considered in E8 the
difference between the results based on these tw assumptions was found to be
small, though there is no reascn to suppose that this would always be the case.

It would, of course, have been possible to extend the tables of Ref. 1
as far upstream as necessary, but the l‘arge amount of computation was not thought
to bejustified.

85 Evaluation of Interference

As a first step the vcrticity distribution round the wing must be
expressed as the sum of a number of horse-shoe vortices of the type shwn in
F1g. 1. These vortices should be consistent with the quantities measured in the
psrtlcular tests. For the arrowhead wng shcwn  in Fig. 2, the theoretical
(Ref. 2, Fig. 2) and experimental3 pitching derivatives are in satisfactory
agreement, so that it is sufficient to use theoretical results. In the example
considered in g6,  the vortices arc two in number and correspond re,Tcctively tc
the stiffness and damping  derivatives. Each vortex is ,Tecified  by its length  s,
angle of sweep-back A, streamwise  position X and strength I', independent
of Y. s and A were chosen from the geometry of the wing SC as to stiplify  the
extrapolation from the tablesof  Ref. 1.

Let rl and ra be the constant strengths of the vortices corresponding
to the stiffness and the drmping respectively. Then the amplitude of the lift in
phase with the pitching motion is identified with

PVT . 2s ccc A = -pVaS see,, *..........  (13)

whore So 1s the qlltudo of the pitching motion. Hence

r1. SCCSA = -$vszge*. . . . . . . . . . . . (14)

Since this lift is assumed to act At the midpoint of the vortex, the pitching
moment about en axis X = Xc is identified with

Pvri . 2scosh(Xc-X14ssinA)  = cv'S:ni, Sc,..*.,. (15)

where X = Xi at the apex of the vortex. Then from equations (13) snd (15)

x, = xc - 2 s smA + ;D+~ >

so that in non-dimensional co-ordinates
S %x =x1 0 - -- su A + --- .

2R Rze
. . . . . . . . . . . ..(16)

The amplitude of the lift cut of phase ;-ath  the pitching motion is identified with

PV% l
2s cash  = -pVS &d 6 w 0, *.....*......(17)

where  ~33, is the amplitude of the pitching velocity. Hence

rz RS  cos  i,  = - ->gs  C pi,  .so . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(18)
The position X = X, = Rx, ,at the apex of the vortex of strl;ngth  rl is
glwn  similarly to cquaticn  (16) by
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Thus, if s and A are iven, equations (ll+), (16), (18) and (19) determine the
strengths and positions r, s xl); (ra,  %I of the two vortices.

parameter
Eisenstadtl  gives tabulated values of the tunnel-induced velocity

4qP N
w = S-_--___  - . . . ...*.... (20)

rs cos A

for a range of values of s/R, A, X/R. (Pig. 1). The unsteady tunnel-induced
upNash is rela ed to ws8 by equation (9). Since the present exsryle  is associated
with Multhopp's
order fia

theory,  which is restricted to cases of low frequency, terms of
in equation (9) are ignored."  Thus for each vortex._

wr = WS i
l

I" '

. . . . . . . . . . . (21)

w1 = -p Wsd5 i
j-w - .J

wtlere  x 1s measured from the apex of the vortex. &om equation (la), i?s is
of the first order in frequency, so that the corresponding (wi), may be ignored0
It follows that  the two vortices combine to give .

= (ws)i 1
wr

*.........*  (22)

"i = (N,),  - u
i
x-x1 i(N& dg !
-CX ..i

I-ihere  wr and wi arc the resultant interference upwashcs  respectively in phase
and out of phase with the pitching motion. From equations (14), (20) and (22),

. . . . . . . . . . (23)

whore the value of lV1 is obtained from the tables of Rcf'.  1 for c = s/R and
angle  of sweepback  A as a function of y and F; = where ~1

Similarly from equations (16),i2i):l{22)
i s

given in equation (16). cd (23),

!Jvse  --Wi = - -v-w  o-
c

CZ,
8nP e

IV2 - R a
0 J

X-Xi vri  d 5 , .*....... DO (UC)
-W I

whore  W, corresponds  to 0 = s/R, A and E = x - x, with x, from
equation (IT), and V, as a function of 5 is obtained as in equation (23)
with the use of equation (12), irlwn c < - 0.9.

It is now necessary to compute the effect of the interference a2wash
w = (wr + iw,)elut on the quantities measured in the tests. 1, convcnlmt  method
Of calculation  is that of Ref. 2. The Rlcn form and the choice of the odd

number/
________-_---_---___-----------------~---
*Equation (9) has been cvaluttcd  numerically for the present example with
p = O.r)(uFfJ = 0.347). The various contributions  to the interference up>i~1sh

'iere altered appreciably, but the r-0~,ultmg changes in the final interference
corrections to CL and C, were  unimportant.
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nmber  m determine the (m + 1) points at which w 1s required. sets of
(m + 1) llr,eat-  smultmeous  equations then detennlne  values of local hft snd
local centre  of pressure at 4(m + 1) sectmns  of tne \ii-ng  arid hence the effect
of twnel walls  on the pitchins derlvat1ves. These calculated effects are then
subtracted from the measured derivatives.

36 kwlple

Fig. 2 shops  the shape arid  dlrnens~on~ of a modelw'hxh  has been the
SubJeCt  of' experhients.1  work XI the lowtwbuleixe tunnel at the N.I).L. In these
tests the model was made to pitch about the axes shown, vrhlch  were at 0,613  and
0.738 of the root-chord from the spex. Smce the root-chord happens to equal the
tunnel radius  R, the axes correspond  to xc = 0.613 ma 0.738.

As colculatrons  have been performed on this plan form usvlg  6lulthopp's
unsteady lifting  surface theory', It rms decided to use these to express the
vorticlty dlstrlbutlon  round the w3ng in terms or" hcrse-shoe  ,rortxes  of the t>?e
consxkred  above. These :rere taken to have sweepback  A = 60" and len th
S = 0.70 K. Their. posItions were obtxxned  from equations  (16) and (19k where
7 = 0.694  R, and z6, zr', ~\1 an? m6 are deten'kxd  thcoretxally  as m
Ref. 2, Table III (m = 53"

Table I

The Interference up-,vashes  in phase and out of phase vvlth  the  pitching
motion are then given by equatmns  (23) mcl (2L) respcctlvcly.  F!ron> Kblc i-rt -sckxr
that irr in equation (23) and the U"egml  111 equation (2.L)  are mdepcndent  of xo'
Only v, needs separate compu5atlo1-1  for each pitching axis. Ix the mer;hod  of Ref. 2
Vl.t11 m = 5, m
three streamwxse '1

and Pi =are  requxed at two chordrnse  posltlons on each of
mes.

are indicated  in Pig. 2.
TLse sxx pomts  (x'~, yV), (x;', yV) (U = 0, 1, 2)
The lnterferehce  upwashes  were calculated along y = 0

and y = 0.5 by usxng  the method described  above, and the values at the Xulthopp
posltlo,ls were  found by lnterpolatlon as give:?  in Table II.

Table II

& - L ____. -- ____ --_----__-.-- __...---._ .-.__

v (xv’ Yv) b ;
,-_-_--_- _ ._ ___-_  ------ (

0' (0.948,O) 2.61 2.23 2.14 2.07 1.86 1.88 !

0" (0.417,o) 1.53 1.20 1.13 0.98 0.77 0.30 /

I' (1.163,0.2?9) 3.00 2.66 2.58 2.66 2.1;5 1.15 1
I

1” (0.775,0.229) 2.26 1 1.06 1.78 1.64 1.43 - 0.25 I
/
I2' (1~352,0.397) 3.32 3.03 2.96 3.27 3.06 - 0.25

2 "  (1.089,0.397) 2.90  2.52 2.44 2.44 2.23 - 1.42
- - - - - - - - - __ ___-  .____  --..-  __,.  -.- .____  --.---..-.-..- .A .-  -._. _ .--. .-.  _.. -

Thus/
-1
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Thus, from (equations (23) and (a+) the tunnel-induced angle of upwash  is

where  -z 8 and -s'e are cvalulnted  in Tablc  I,

are evaluated in Table II.

\;'hen (wr + iWi)/V is substituted  for the right hand  side of equation
(55) of Ref. 2, the real;,t;;F
steady flow by putting -

tyl-Fduced  load?g is determ+ed  as in
= . This loading is in phase with the

pitching motion and ml1 be denoted by

.  . . .  .  e.. (26)

SO that from equatiom(25)  and (26), 1 = l2 corresponds to a distribution of
incidence a = \Q in steady flew.
m Ref. 2, it is

Bylf'o_llo;mg  the treatment of.equation  (55)
seen that the loading I produces an additional term

iuC iwc
ivl:i =3 --- TTd = _-- a3

V V

x.n equation 64 of Ref. 2.
I 1

This effectively contributes to the imagmory  terms
in equataon  25 , so that the tunnel-mduced  loading out of phase ?cith  the
pitching motion may be mitten as

iuc S
--- 1' = ---- w (-9
v 8dP F

e eo)l a - iu(-  z e 'oJ1l
I-.

+ iv ---;  (- ze e,)l,  , . . . . . . . ..(27)

where 1 = 12, 12, 13 correspond to a = !Va , :z' , '~3 respectively in steady
flax, snd the values of Ws ore included in Table II. The tunnel-induced lift
and pitching about each  pitching axis, calculated for
arc given in Table III. In the cast of "q

a = wi , Ka, vi; ) V& ,
the average of tCvo  columns in Table II

has been taken.

Table III

r - - - - - - -
- . - - - -__- - - -

3.86 1.64
_____- _---..-.--_-- ~-_- _

- 0.85 - 0.5j

+ 0.07 - - 0.03 - 0.16 - 0.23
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From the duncnnlons of the model and the tunnel  in Fig. 2,
S/8& = 0.0253. Then  from equations  (13), (26) Rnd Table III,

6CL 0.0253 x 4.75

% = - --- =
_------------

53
= 0.0601 se = - 0.0512. . . . (28)

200
2

From the definrtlon  of mg in equation (15),

Gn
6me  = ---

2o0

= 0.0099  se  = - O.OOk!J+,  when x0
(29)

= - O.OOOg  se = + 0.0008, when xo =

Fr0171  equations  (17), (27) and  Table III,

G(liEt) (SC3
62' = - ------- zq - - - - - - -

e
p v s c  e, 200

s

i

R
= - --___ -26 (6cL)s  + y@ (6 CL): - 20 (W,

lhRa
. . . . . . (30)

= - 0.0127 L(3.69  OZ-  2.95) - l+.74 + 1.401
-\

= - 0.004 when x = 0.61j

'= + 0.005 when x = 0.738
i

Thus 62'
terms ) %'

the tunnel-mduced  contrlbutlon to the mcnsurcd 26 , consists of three
h lch mdlvidually  give cpproxillate  percentages + 5, - 7 and + 2. These

ca-~ctl  each  other to the extent that the totA 62.
equation  (30)

e is negllglblc. Slrmlzrly  to

Hence  for the pitching axis x0 = 0.613,

6m.e
= 0.0127[-  0.68 + 1.04 - o.lc51 = - 0.001. OoO..a (31)

For the pitching axis  x0 = 0.738,

6'11; = 0.0127[-  0.02 + 0.19 - 0.201 = - 0.000. . ..s.t (32)

In both cases  6mb is negliglblc, but for the forward axis  the lndlvGIua1  terms
ContrIbute  about  3 per cent  to the m~asu.r~d mb. The cnlculntod  quantities Sz
6me, Es;, 6m;J are subtracted from the so-called mensurcd values  in Table I oq'
obtnln  the corrected  values.

§7 u se of Small Horse-shoe Vortices

A useful appruxuation  is obtained by considering small  horse-shoe
vortices for the purpose of estimating the order of magnitude of the interference
upwash. Moreover it vnll be shown  that a good approxlmatlon to the results of the
calculated example of 86 CNI be obtained in tenw of four  interference parameters
associated with a smallwng. 'The  values of these parameters for a cu-alar tunnel
a-e given  m this Section,  and correspon4lng  values for rect,ulgular  tunnels are
@ven  In Table AI1 zn the Appendix,  so that tunnel  wall mterference  ,may be
estimated by the method given  below  for rrings  in reckngular  tunnels.
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When the wing is small, the tunnel anterference  will depend  only On the
total lift. Tne interference upwash  due to a small wing is therefore the 1imJting
value of that of a horse-shoe vortice  of semi-span s1 and clrculatlorl I‘ exp(1wt)
vhen si tends to zero and Tsl remains  finite. The values
steady case are known  for a circular tunnel?,

of the upwash  in tne
so that the oscillating  3nterfcrence

upwash may be obtamed  by equation (9). The numerical value af the upwash at the
ning 1s given, by

4Ra
mm_- (Wr + 1Wi) = 2 - 1.15 iti + O(3), ,**I.....  (33)
FSl

where the interference upwash is (~vr + ivfi)  exp(iot).  Owng  to the diffxultv  of
estimating upstream values of \'i mentioned UI @I+  the value 1.15 * in equation (33) may
be in error by an amount probably not more than I@.

The sqlest method of computing the interference is to r~placc  the finite
"i?g by %VO small  horse-shoe vortices,whose  strengths arc deternuncd by a~ and sb
and to assume that the Jnterference  upinsh  IS constant over tne Ving as given  by
equation (33). This approxinmtion is much too crude for the example  considered ln
B6, and in fact Table II shows that tlic xterferenct  upwash is far from constant
over the wing.

A better approximation is obtalncd  by assuming that tho interference
upwash varies linearly in the chordwise  direction snd is constant in the spanwise
direction. To this approximation

49ma
( i

X X
---- wr + iwi) = 16 l-b9 + -- 6, + iu

(
r$ + -- 6’

rs1
zR

w i)I

c
x= 16 6,+-6,+q, .,..  . . . . . (34)
2

Here 6, .*y be found from Ref. 1: 6' 1s proportional to the gradient of the
out-of-phase interference upwash  end s'o  by equation (21) 6: /2 = - So. The factor
16 in equation (Y,) is introduced to make So, 6,, 6: and 6: analogous to the
quantities  used in steady interference theory (see for cxsmple  Ref. 8). The
numerical values for a circular tunnel are:-

60
= 0.125, fii  = 0.250, 6; = - 0.07 -33~3  6; = - 0.250. . . . . (35)

The positions of the two small horse-shoe vortices used to represent the
modclcre obtained  by putting s = 0 in equations (I 6) and (IY), so that the
one reprcsentlng the in-phase part of the lift dastribution IS at

c "0
x, = x0+-*--

B
20

and the one representing the out-of-phase part is at

..I..,...  (36)

c m.
Xa = x0

0+ - -- I . . . . . . . . . (37)
R sB

Then, ignoring terms ~1 ss,
given by equations (23) end (24.) with

the interference upwash (\I;-  + iv:i) is

‘?i1 = 16
i

6, + & . 4(x - Xi)
I

, .*...*...  (38)

%/
--------_--------___----------------------

*The corresponding value deduced from Ref. 5 is about - 10 x 1.15. This
discrepancy is believed to be due to inncorrect labellulg  in Goodmsn's  diagram.
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The largest difference betwcn t'ne two methods 1s in Z* ca3.  cwn this,
bemn of order 0.01 LS nenlxlble  for practicnl wr~oses.  Equatl%n (50) &ivcs
nume;1cn11y for xo = OS613

"26 = - 0.01266 j3.65 - 3.9/+ 1

The numerical form of equation  (30)for  x0 = 0.613 is

626 = - 0.01266 i3.69 - /,.7)+ + 1

The major portiax of the difference LS due to the centr 3.I. I

,401 for the 0.613 "..U.S.

1 term in the bracket, l.c.,
to the term containing  (6CL):. While pnrt of the dxfference  may be due to
inaccurccy  in y , it is unlikely that this accounts for tne whole. tlox?ver tvu-l
withth1Lj  dlfferencc  the val~ues  obtained arc probably good enough for most tunacl
correction requirements. In the AppondiX corrospondulg  values Of ho, 8~) &,, 5:
areg,ivun for rectangulcr  tuuiruls  of various shapes so that the process may also be
applxd for rectangular tunnels.

(1) One of the basic  steps is the evaluation  or the intcrf'crencu  ?rp>vfnsh due
to any oscillatory horse-shot; vortex from the corrcspondiag  upwash  dw to a steady
horse-shoe vortex. Tab&s  of the stcndy upwash  Par a c.LrculU' twncl ax UIcOrwlCtC
so that the numerlcol results  arc approxlrr;lte  only.

(2) Multhopp's liftmg surface.  theory  has been used to conrputc  lhe corrections
to the derlvatlves  and this izplies  restrzction  to small values of tic frequency
parameter. However this restriction 1s not fundamental, since 3ny theory  of
oscillating  wings capablti of dealing swath hlghcr  frcqucncies  could bc used.

(3) For the pwtiouloz vnng taka as an example  the wall intarfsrcn~~6$i the
dmping derivatives  1s zero to tht: order  of accuracy of the colcul?.tlons .
It should.  not however bc nssumcd  that thcsc  correctlono  arc ncgliglble  for all
~1232 forms.

(4) The USC of small horse-ehoc  vortices 1s ndcqate for tho cxnmplc  conzadcred,
UI r?n-i'nloh the plan form was large rclntivo  to the tunnel. It IX thought that the dat%
ior sun;  1 r.4 r.g in reotnngular tunnels  gxvcn  in the Appendix O~?UUI  bc used to
estxnc.tc  the lnterferencc  In most lw-,yced  tests of osclllatmg  w~ng:s.

(5) As mcntroned in the footnote  to 65 the cffcct  of frdqucncy is probsbly
s2nnallprovided  that the interference frequency paranctcn  U, does not exceed 0.5.

(6) The effect of compresslblllty could bc taken into account by the method
indicnted  at the end of 83 provided that the frequency is small.

The Euthors  wish to xknowledge  the nsslstonca  with the calculated
cxoxplc  given by Miss J. Elliott and lass M. N. Stevens.
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Consider the case of an  unswept st ady  horse-shoe vortm  (A = 0 in i”~g.1).
The upwash  due to such a vortex is (Ref. 9, ! 12.2)

If r+  00  and 9 + 0 so that r 9 remams  constsnt,

rsj 8-P -,X Za x ,>y 4 . - -------
2% ‘iy t Za)a

1 + ---_ - ------

1

+ ----es..
JX=i Y= + za w

~ za ) ' ~~~“;;-~‘-~,jX>~  ,)

.e... (A2)

Now consider the case  of a rectangular tunnel of breadth b and heL$-t
h and  take h as the representative  length  so that X = xh, Y =  yh,  Z =  zh.
T h e n

-rs (- ya *ya
w = lm  ---r \/  -------m_

2Cii;ila  ’p -5 zaja

cm  x = 0, ,....r,.......~a (A3)

In order to obtain the unsteady interference upwash  the quantities have
to be sumned  over the image system. Thus

. . . . ..+....(A5)

which is the usual steady interference, and



firs +EJ ba + 03 (- on= . -___ c m2 __ c __--------------
aha m=-~ h2 n=-" mw 3/a

v-e- + n"
ha >

vrhere  f(x) = -"- + ?
14

. . . . . . (~6)

..a..# (A7)

. . . ..e  (AG)

f(x) and Its differential  coefficient f'(x)  dre tabulated m Table AI; the method  of
obtaining these values is described  m Ref. 8.

Hence  w1 = - ---  . -- x m f(n . b/h).
li hb ha m=l

. . . . . . . (A9)

The above ar,went applies to horse-shoe vortices of zero span but a
moderately srrall KU-L& can, for the purpose of calculating tunnel interfereace,  be
regsrded  as equvalent  to such a vortex. If vie mite

. . . . . . . (A-10)

then by oomparuon  pnth equation  (A.9)

b2 u)
6; = - _1, ( -- I: mf

4X ha m=j
Cm l b/h). . . . . . . . (11.11)

60 and 6, can easaly  be evaluated from f'unctlons tabulated II~  Ref. 8. Their values
are

t 2mF, z&(rn . b/h)
3

. . ...>. (A.12)

1 b
6, = ---*-

8?r 11
+  2z, f3 b  .  b/h)

I
, . . . . . . . (A.13)

xherc  f,,
and (A.13)

fa 1 f& f4 are discussed and tabulated 111  Ref. 8, and equations (A.12)
are llmitvlg  forms of the expressions  given  therefor  ths interference

upwuh for a horse-shoe vortex of frnste  span as the span tends to zero.
quantities b. xid br The

arc, of cowsc, already known for several shapes of tunnel.
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By an argunmt  simlar to that used for the cuxul.w tunnel  1.11  ii7 1';
follows that 6; = - So in equation (A.10).

The four  quan'dz~s bo, hL, S& md 6: are tahuiated  in Table A.11
so that calculatmns  similar to those oI+- #7 cm be carried  out for a rer,tanyul'?r
tunnel. Interpolation in the range b/h > 1 usmg  Bessel's  interpolation  formula
with second differences  should give values  correct to about four clucimals,mh~ch  is
ample for calcul3.tions  of tunnel interfcrcnce.
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f(x), and f'(x)

-_- ----. --_--

x f(x) 1 - f'(x)
___-  ___. --._I_-_- -._. -.-_--...-- -...-

0
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20

,y9.;1: 209 1600,.;8;Y328
99.822 571 2001.717 426
44.183 549 594.207 908
24.661 576 251.481 051

.___ ..~._ _--- _ _ ---_ _-..-, _ --._  ..- _
2.00 i 0.012 403 + 0.042 388
2.05 0.010 457 0.035 660
2.10 0.008 819 0.@30  014
2.15 0.007 l+!+o 0.025 273
2.20 0.006 279 0.021 289

0.25 15.591 411 129.322 128 2.25
0.30 IO.640  749 75.220 799 2.30
0.35 7.640  142 47.610 199 2.35
0.40 5.683 356 32.028 317 2.40
0.45 4.337 225 22.547 000 2.45

0.50 3a373 268
0.55 2.661 ~63
0.60 2.123 197
0.65 1.708 506
0.70 1.384 285

16.430 405
12.2y6  792

',*g," ;;

5.744 169

2.jO 0.002 282 0.007 665
2.60 0.001 632 0.005 466
2.70 0.001 168 0.003 902
2.80 0.000 836 0.002 769
2.90 0.000  600 0.001 994

0.75
3.80
0.85
0.90
0.95

4.567 702
3.662 816
2.957 335
2.401 178
1.958 712

3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30
3.40

1.00
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.20

1.127 810
0.923 008
;.m&  ;;;

01516  210

0.427 463
0.354 667
0.294 772
0.245  362
0.204 509

1.604 024
1.317 908
1.085 886
0.896 894
0.742 366

:*z
3:70
3.80
3.90

1.25 0.170 6%
1.30 0.142 574
1.35 0.119  226
1.40 0.099 791
1.45 0.083 593

0.615 608
0.51' 337
0.425 352
0.3%  2y5
0.295 461

4.00
le.10
L.20
4.30
4.40

1.50 0.070 078
I.55 0.058 789
1.60
l.G5

0.049  351
0.041 453

1.70 0.034  839

0.246 665
0.206 133
0.172 418
0.144  339
0.120 926

4.50
4.60

1.75
1.80
1.85
1.90
1.95

0.029 296
0.024  647
0.020 746
0.017 470
0.014 717

t 0.012 403

0.101 384
0.085 058
0.071 405
0.059 979
0.050 409

2.00 + 0.042 388

5.00
5.10 j
5.20 :
5.30 j
5 . 4 0

5.50 j

x f(x) - PI(x)

0,005 301
o.o&  476
0.003 781
O.OOj 194
0.002 700

0.000 430
0,000 309
0.000 222
0.000 159
0.000 115

0.000 082
0.000 059
0.000 043
0.000 031
0.000 022

0.000 016
0.000 012
0.000 008 ’
0.000 006
0.000 004

0.000 003
0.000 002
0.000 002
0.000 001
0.000 001

0.000 001
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 000
0.000 oco

0.000 000

0,017 941
0.015 '24
0.012 755
O.OIO  760
0.009 080

0.001 428
0.001 023
0.000 733
0.000  526
0.000 378

0.000 271
0.000 195
o.coo 140
0.000 101
0.000 073

0.000 052
0.000 038
0.000 0.27
0.000 020
0.000 014

0.000 010
0.000 co7
0.000 005
0.000 004.k
0.000 003

0.000 002
0,000 002
0.000 001
0.000 001
0.000 001

O.OGC  000

A.II/TABI
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._-- -----___--.-------_-I-._-~- - - - - - - - - - - -

b/h 60 6, - 6; ” s;
__---_-~~_~___--~~~_~_~.~_~  .__.  -_-.-_ _..-_---.-

0.261 821035
0.6
0.7
0,8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2

0.261 821
0.218 314
0.187 567
0.165 150
0.148 690
0.136  778
0. 128 474
0.123 090
0.120 oag
0.119 026
0.119 538
0.121 322
0.124  125
0.127 742
0.132 005
0.?36  778
0.141 950
0.14-7  436

0.513 593
0.397  027
0.327 613
0.2&L  178
0.256 762
@.wJ  099
0.231 086
0.227 716
0.226  570
0.232 690
0.739 249
0.247 637
0.257 558
0.268 521
0.280 314
0.292 737
0.305 636
0.318 897

0.069 580
0.075 100
0.062 940
0.052 573
0.043 692
0.036 099
0.029 640
0.021, 183
0.019 622
0.015 829
0.012 703
0.010 I45
0.008 065
0.006 385
0.005 036
0.003 958
o.ooj  101
0.002 421

0.218  314

%: f;;,'
0:148  690
0.136 778
0.128 474
0.123  090
0.120 089
0.119 026
0.119 538
0.121 322
0.124 725
0.127 742
0,132 005
o.q36  778
0.141 950
0.147 436

9/7
13/9

0.120 390 0.228 247 0.020 224 0.120 390
0.119 078 0.235  34-O 0.011,.  363 0.119 078

._-_- _._ -.-.- -- -._
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